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Abstract

In recent years, various attempts have been made to combine software and hardware fault tolerance in critical computer systems. In these systems, software and hardware faults may occur in many different sequences. The problem of how to incorporate these sequences in a fault-tolerant system design has been largely neglected in previous work. In this paper, a uniform software-based fault tolerance method is proposed to distinguish and tolerate various sequences of software and hardware faults. This method can be based on the recovery block or the n-version programming scheme, two fundamental software fault tolerance schemes. The concept of fault identification and system reconfiguration (FISR) tree is proposed to represent the procedure of fault identification and system reconfiguration in a systematic way.

1 Introduction

During the past years, a good deal of progress has been made in the development of fault tolerance techniques that improve the ability of computer systems to cope with software or hardware failures separately. Two of the most widely used techniques for software fault tolerance are recovery block [1] and n-version programming [2] which have been applied to several situations [8]. These two mechanisms assume that the processor will not fail when executing software or hardware faults will be handled by a supplementary mechanism.

A recovery block (RB) consists of a set of versions and an acceptance test. The acceptance test is applied to the result of the primary version. Control exits from the recovery block if the execution result passes the acceptance test, otherwise the next alternate version is executed. This process is repeated until some version passes the acceptance test or all versions fail. A possible situation is that all alternate versions cannot pass these acceptance tests due to faulty hardware and this fault may be erroneously identified as a software fault. N-version programming (NVP) also uses design redundancy, but all versions of an algorithm execute in parallel on different processors. The result of each version is then sent to a decision mechanism which outputs the final result. A generally used decision method is majority voting, which can mask erroneous results from some versions provided that results from correct versions constitute a majority. As a matter of fact, an erroneous result may be either caused by a fault in a software version or by a hardware fault. The identification of the cause of the fault is needed when replacement of faulty components and reconfiguration are performed in order to provide continuous availability of the system.

Moreover, there are many other possible cases when software and hardware faults occur in the same processor, and also faults may appear in any sequences and combinations. This can make fault tolerance quite complex. If software and hardware fault tolerance techniques are only used separately, it may not be possible to reach a high level of reliability. There is therefore a need to develop a unified method for tolerating both software and hardware faults in combination. Some attempts have been made to deal with this problem in [9], [10], and [13]. But different sequences and combinations of software and hardware faults were not addressed, and no systematic approach for their combined detection and handling was presented.

In this paper, we first define a fault pattern as a set of possible fault combinations and then propose a uniform method for detecting, locating and tolerating predefined fault patterns by repeated execution and reconfiguration actions. The method is developed by using RB or NVP methods for software fault tolerance and by using comparison and voting for hardware fault tolerance. In addition, a fault identification and system reconfiguration (FISR) tree is proposed to illustrate the procedure of detecting and locating fault patterns, reconfiguring the processors and changing software assignments to increase availability of the system. In a FISR tree, each internal node represents a system state which may indicate that some faults exist in the system. Each leaf in the FISR tree represents a system state interpretation in which fault-free results are obtained, or where a fault pattern is identified. Possible reconfiguration actions are associated with edges in each path from the root to one of the leaves. Each fault pattern can be tolerated by following the path from the root to the corresponding leaf.
An application can be considered as a sequence of system reconfiguration periods such that faulty software versions and processors are identified and removed (either physically or by reconfiguration of the system). In case no fault occurs, each system reconfiguration period corresponds to a regular execution of a program unit or a frame in a real-time system. A FISR tree represents a system reconfiguration period and the depth of the FISR tree represents the maximum reconfiguration steps within the period. To simplify the discussions, we assume that the execution of the FISR tree is fault-free. Although creating such an environment is not a trivial task, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

In general, the ability of a system for fault detection and location is based on the available set of fault tolerance or fault detection methods. Different fault tolerance methods may generate different FISR trees. Two general questions can be addressed, although they are not considered here. One is how to find a minimum (or convenient) set of fault tolerance methods for a given set of fault patterns such that all the fault patterns can be identified and tolerated. The other one is how to find a minimum set of fault tolerance mechanisms such that all the faults can be identified and tolerated in a given number of (reconfiguration) steps. In this paper, we concentrate only on the construction and analysis of the FISR tree as well as necessary actions to be performed based on the given set of fault patterns under the given fault tolerance methods.

To make our discussion more general, the selection of fault patterns and fault tolerance methods is not targeted to any particular application, e.g., real-time applications. However, the scheme can be tailored to specific applications by selecting an appropriate set of fault patterns and fault tolerance methods.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, basic notation, definitions and assumptions are given. In Section 3, an RB-based method is proposed, while in Section 4 an NVP-based method is discussed. An analysis of the system based on FISR trees is discussed in Section 5. Some conclusions are stated in Section 6.

2 Notation and Assumptions

For simplicity we make the following assumptions:

- A software fault is permanent, which makes a software version fail for some specific inputs. A hardware fault may be either transient (denoted as $H_t$) or permanent (denoted as $H_p$).
- Coincident errors may occur among software versions, thus several software versions fail at the same time under the same input. But they are assumed not to generate identical erroneous results, that is, there are no correlated errors [9].

Similarly, two faulty processors will not produce correlated errors either.

- There are enough software versions and processors in the backup pool when replacement and reconfiguration actions are performed.

The first assumption has to do with failure semantics [5], that is, the type of faults to be covered. A software version or a processor with permanent faults should be made passive, i.e., removed from the system once identified. Although our methods can be extended to cover faulty software versions or processors which generate correlated errors, it will be more expensive to implement the scheme since more software versions, processors and time are required [3], [14]. The selection of fault models to be included is dependent on the applications. In general, the stronger a specified failure semantics is, the more expensive and complex their recovery. In our discussions, a hardware fault is treated as permanent if it occurs in two consecutive executions, although it may actually be a transient fault.

Table 1 lists possible fault sequences assuming a maximum of two faults occurring within a reconfiguration period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(F_1)$</td>
<td>one fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(F_1, F_2)$</td>
<td>two consecutive faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(F_1 &amp; F_2)$</td>
<td>two concurrent faults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, $F_1$ and $F_2$ can be either a software fault ($S$) or a hardware fault ($H$). For example, $(F_1, F_2)$ actually represents four fault patterns: $(S, H), (H, S), (H, H)$, and $(S, S)$. Two faults in each pattern occur in consecutive execution periods. Two concurrent faults in $(F_1 & F_2)$ occur in the same execution period.

A fault pattern is said to be fully covered by a method if it can be distinguished from other patterns and can be tolerated by using the method. A fault pattern is said to be partially covered if it can be tolerated but can not be distinguished from other fault patterns. In some real-time applications only partial covering of fault patterns may be needed as long as a correct result is provided because of time and cost constraints. But the designers of fault-tolerant systems need to locate which software versions or processors are faulty, so that they can reconfigure the system by replacing faulty components. Note that the time of delivery of a result normally occurs before the time of completing a diagnosis or a reconfiguration. This fact will be illustrated in Sections 3 and 4.

A fault set is defined as a set of fault patterns. For simplicity, only some special types of fault sets are considered in this paper. In the first type of fault set, the maximum number of hardware and software
faults in each fault pattern is limited. In the second type the maximum number of total faults in each pattern is limited, but any possible sequence of software and hardware faults is included. The notation \((m/n)\) is used for the first type of fault set which stands for a maximum of \(m\) software faults and \(n\) hardware faults within a reconfiguration period, e.g., \((1/1)\) indicates a fault set \(\{(S, H), (H, S), (S\&H)\}\). The notation \((m)\) represents the second type of fault set in which the maximum number of faults is \(m\), e.g., the fault set (2) includes fault patterns: \((S), (H), (S, H), (H, S), (S\&H)\) and \((S\&H)\). In addition, these faults may be distributed on several processors or in several software versions. Clearly fault set (2) includes fault set (1/1).

Three fault detection methods are used in the approach: acceptance tests, result comparison and voting. The selection of fault detection mechanisms here is by no means optimal but this use is just to illustrate our approach. In general the selection of fault detection mechanisms depends not only on the selected fault tolerance scheme but also on the underlying architecture. For example, in the extended distributed recovery block scheme [13], two fault detection methods are used. One is the acceptance test used to detect software faults. The other one is heartbeats which check the operational node pair to detect hardware faults with the help of a central supervisory node.

In general the acceptance test is a boolean function without side effects which can test whether the result satisfies the specification and is assumed to have a perfect fault coverage. (While in general this is not the case, it is however, a reasonable starting approximation.) A comparison checks whether two results produced by the same software version running on different processors match each other. A voting mechanism called double voting (denoted as \(R_d\)) is defined in terms of majority voting (denoted as \(R_m\)). \(V_i\) denotes the result produced by software version \(V_i\) executing on processor \(P_{E_j}\). The result delivered by the majority voting on \((..., V_{i_j}, ...)\) with more than three elements is represented as:

\[ R_m = \text{majority}(..., V_{i_j}, ...) \]

If \(R_m\) produces a result this must be correct because no correlated faults are assumed to occur. Otherwise, no result is produced (denoted as `"-"`). A double voting is defined by the tuple \(V_{i_x}, V_{i_y}, V_{i_z}, V_{i_w}\) where version \(V_i\) is assigned to two PEs (\(P_{E_x}\) and \(P_{E_y}\)) and versions \(V_j\) and \(V_k\) are assigned to \(P_{E_z}\) and \(P_{E_w}\) respectively. Assuming that \(R_{m_1} = \text{majority}(V_{i_x}, V_{i_y}, V_{i_z}, V_{i_w})\) and \(R_{m_2} = \text{majority}(V_{i_y}, V_{i_z}, V_{i_w})\), the result delivered by double voting \(R_d\) is defined in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(R_m) vs. (R_m)</th>
<th>Result of Double Voting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(R_{m_1} = R_{m_2})</td>
<td>(R_d = R_{m_1} = R_{m_2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{m_1} = &quot;-&quot;)</td>
<td>(R_d = R_{m_2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{m_2} = &quot;-&quot;)</td>
<td>(R_d = R_{m_1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Definition of double voting

X-Y(FS) represents the fact that methods \(X\) and \(Y\) are used for software and hardware fault tolerance respectively to identify and tolerate the fault set \(FS\). In this paper, we consider the following four types of X-Y(FS):

- RB-C(1/1)  NVP-C(1/1)
- RB-C(2)     NVP-C(2)

Here RB stands for recovery block, C for comparison, and NVP for n-version programming. Note that the RB scheme uses acceptance test and the NVP scheme uses majority voting and double voting. In the proposed method, whenever a faulty software version or a permanently faulty PE is made passive after its identification one should assign new software versions or reconfigure PEs in order to make the system be able to tolerate subsequent faults and thus provide continuous availability. For this purpose, the following actions are used:

- passive\((PE\) or \(V)\): The specified processor \(PE\) or software version \(V\) is made passive. If \(PE\) or \(V\) is unspecified, the selection is based on the result of the acceptance test or voting.
- exec\((..., V_{i_j}, ...)\): The execution of \(V_i\) on \(P_{E_j}\) respectively. Any \(P_{E_j}\) can be missing which is denoted by `"-"" and means that it is not active in the execution.

Each software version \(V\) or processor \(PE\) is in one of two states: active or passive. We assume that the system can be changed only through the above defined actions. In order to have a convenient representation for combinations of fault detection actions followed by reconfiguration actions we use a FISR tree which is a special tree where each internal node represents a system state, determined by acceptance test, result comparison, voting or their combinations on software versions executing on different PEs. In general, reconfiguration actions must be applied to those internal nodes which indicate that faults may exist in order to make the system reach one of the leaves.

Based on the fully covering or partial covering of fault patterns, the leaves in the FISR tree are divided into two groups. Each leaf in the first group is unable to distinguish fault patterns. It may (represented by a bold square) or may not (represented by a regular square) be able to deliver a correct result. Each leaf in the second group (represented by a circle) is able to
provide a correct result as well as distinguish the fault patterns. If the system reaches a square leaf, it is still in an inconsistent system state, otherwise it is in a consistent system state. All the internal nodes are in inconsistent system states, although they may (represented by a bold rectangle) or may not (represented by a regular rectangle) be able to deliver a correct result.

In the proposed method, three types of fault sets can be identified based on the degree of difficulty in fault identification. The first type represents that all fault patterns can be identified and a correct result is delivered within a given number of reconfiguration steps (or executions). The second type is similar to the first one but some fault patterns in the set cannot be identified in a given number of reconfiguration steps. However, a correct result can still be reached for each fault pattern in the set. The worst case is the third type in which some fault patterns cannot be distinguished and also no correct result is obtained. The above classification is dependent on the fault identification method used. In general, the fault identification method should be chosen such that there will be no third type of fault set. Depending on the nature of an application, e.g., a real-time application, where it is too costly to fully cover all fault patterns, sometimes fault patterns are only partially covered, although the method has the ability to fully cover these fault patterns by increasing the number of reconfiguration steps. The main sequence of fault identification and reconfiguration steps is defined in the following way:

\[
\text{repeat}\quad
\begin{align*}
\text{execute versions;} \\
\text{obtain and analyze system state;} \\
\text{reconfigure system;}
\end{align*}
\text{until} \quad \begin{align*}
\text{(correct results are delivered or)} \\
\text{fault patterns are identified or)} \\
\text{time constraints are exceeded).}
\end{align*}
\]

Normally, the above procedure stops when correct results are delivered, but the fault pattern may or may not be fully covered, that is each leaf in a FISR tree is a bold square or a circle. When time constraints are exceeded, neither correct results nor fault pattern identification can be guaranteed.

A path from the root to one leaf in the FISR tree is composed of several loops of the above procedure. The time constraints used in the procedure intend to prevent performance degradation, which is especially critical in real-time systems [11]. We assume that the FISR tree is executed on a hard core mechanism which is fault free. This hard core collects execution results, performs results checking by some error detection method and perform necessary configurations. The implementation of this hard core is beyond the scope of the paper. The next two sections describe the RB-C(1/1) and NVP-C(2). The detailed discussion on RB-C(2) and NVP-C(1/1) can be found in [12].

3 The RB-C(1/1) Method

In this section, we study fault identification and system reconfiguration using recovery blocks for the fault set (1/1). The identification and reconfiguration steps are given using the concept of FISR tree defined in the last section. A system state is denoted as \((iCP, jAP)\) where \(i\) is the number of matching results of comparisons and \(j\) is the number of versions that pass the acceptance test. The supporting architecture for this method is shown in Figure 1. This architecture represents the minimum number of versions and PEs that can be used to cover the fault patterns in fault set (1/1).

Table 3: System states for the RB-C(1/1) method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System States</th>
<th>Fault Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((iCP, 2AT))</td>
<td>no error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((iCP, 0AT))</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((0CP, 1AT))</td>
<td>(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((0CP, 0AT))</td>
<td>(S &amp; H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initially version \(V_1\) is executed on both PEs. Then a comparison takes place between the two results provided by both PEs. If there is a fault in the version, the comparison will not detect this fault but the acceptance tests will fail in both results. If a hardware fault occurs in one of the PEs, the comparison and one of the acceptance tests will fail. Finally, simultaneous hardware and software faults will make both the comparison and the acceptance test fail. Therefore, we can distinguish a hardware fault from a software fault. Table 3 shows a list of possible system states, while Figure 2 shows the FISR tree.

The state \((0CP, 0AT)\) indicates a fault pattern \((S \& H)\), which has two possible fault distributions: the software fault and the hardware fault can be at the same PE or at different PEs. In the RB-based method, these two distributions produce the same effect because identical software versions are executed on all PEs.
The FISR tree for this architecture is shown in Figure 2, where the root represents a consistent system state. Every internal node represents a system state after an execution of the version. The path from the root to the leaf is a sequence of diagnosis and system reconfiguration actions. Partial diagnosis are shown at the left of edges, while reconfiguration actions are shown to the right of edges.

In the FISR tree in Figure 2, when the state (2CP, 0AT) is identified (which indicates a software fault), the second version $V_2$ is executed in both PEs: $exec(V_{2A}, V_{2B})$. If the system state (2CP, 2AT) appears after the execution of $V_2$, the system reaches leaf A with a final diagnosis result of no hardware fault and one software fault (in $V_1$). If the system state (0CP, 1AT) appears after the execution of $V_2$, a hardware fault is identified which occurs before or during the execution of $V_2$ but after the execution of $V_1$. Because there will be no software fault due to the assumption of fault set (1/1), the second round execution of $V_2$ is activated to determine the nature of the hardware fault, which is either transient or permanent. After this execution, if the system state (2CP, 2AT) appears, the leaf B is then reached which indicates the final diagnosis result: a software fault (in $V_1$) and then a transient hardware fault. Otherwise if the system state (0CP, 1AT) appears, a permanent hardware fault is identified and the corresponding PE is made passive. A similar analysis can be applied to the other leaves in the FISR tree. All the fault patterns in set (1/1) are fully covered in Figure 2, thus all the leaves (represented by circles) indicate that the system is in a consistent state.

4 The NVP-C(2) Method

In this section we consider the identification of fault patterns and system reconfiguration based on NVP for fault set (2) together with a minimum supporting architecture.

This approach is more complex than the method discussed in Section 3 because of the following reasons. In the NVP method a result is considered correct when the majority of the results agree. However, an erroneous result may be either due to a fault in a software version or to a fault on the PE where a version executes. Therefore, additional means are needed to determine the source of an error. The second reason is that when fault pattern (S&H) appears, the software and hardware faults may occur on the same PE or on the different PEs. These two fault distributions do not appear at the same time as in the RB-based method. The third reason is that several software faults may occur concurrently in different versions executed on different PEs while there is also no such case in the RB-based method.

When several different software versions are executing in parallel on different PEs, the PE or the executing software version is considered suspicious if the result delivered by this PE is different from the result of the major version. As shown later, by assigning two identical suspicious software versions to two PEs and by repeated execution, the cause of erroneous results can be identified as software or hardware faults. As before, reconfiguration of new software versions and PEs is performed in order to maintain the ability to tolerate subsequent faults.

The architecture needed for NVP-C(2) (also for NVP-C(1/1)) is shown in Figure 3. Again this architecture represents the minimal number of versions and PEs that can be used to cover the fault patterns in NVP(2) [12]. Software versions are assigned in such a way that after a software version is identified as faulty, it is made passive and a back-up software version is made active on two PEs, thus double voting can still be performed in repeated executions. In this architecture, four software versions and four PEs are used. On each PE, three versions are back-up versions and all PEs are assigned the same set of versions. The order of activation of each versions on each PE is based on different execution results of versions at each PE. Therefore, the ordering in Figure 3 is, except for the primary ones (first set of versions), is irrelevant. In Figure 3, the ordering is based on the increasing order of their subscribers. Every time only one version is executed on each PE, while the other versions remain idle until they are activated when necessary. Of the four executing software versions, two of them are identical (called duplicate version, e.g., in Figure 3, initially $V_1$ is duplicate). After one round of execution, each PE will produce a result. By using the double voting scheme and comparing the result of double voting with the result of each version, the system state can be obtained. The correct result can be obtained if $R_d \neq \cdot \cdot \cdot$. According to the system state some faults can be identified immediately, but to identify other faults
it requires further reconfiguration of software versions or PEs and repeated execution. Reconfiguration and repeated execution are based on the following rules: (1) If two copies of a duplicate version produce identical results which are different from the result of double voting, $R_d$, the duplicate version is identified as faulty. (2) If two copies of a duplicate software version and their PEs are suspicious, replace the duplicate version by a new software version selected from the backup pool, and execute the new version on the same PE. (3) If only one copy of a duplicate version and its PE are suspicious, repeat the execution using the same configuration. (4) If a non-duplicate software version and its PE are suspicious, assign this version to a non-suspicious PE. Thus the suspicious version becomes a duplicate, then execute both copies of the version.

The actions following these rules are repeated until a fault pattern is identified or a correct result is delivered where only partial cover of a fault pattern is needed. The FISR tree for NVP-C(2) is shown in Figure 4.

There are two main differences between the NVP-C(1/1) and the NVP-C(2) methods. In the NVP-C(2) method, the fault patterns $(S, S), (S & S), (H, H)$, and $(H & H)$ need to be covered. In addition, whenever a correct result is obtained, no further reconfiguration steps are activated to identify each fault pattern in order to simplify the FISR tree for NVP-C(2) or due to cost and time constraints. If there is a requirement to identify each fault pattern, additional reconfiguration steps can be applied.

In Figure 4, eight cases of fault patterns are possible if the state $(V_{1A} = V_{1C}) 
eq V_{2B} 
eq V_{2D}$ appears after the execution of $exec(V_{1A}, V_{2B}, V_{1C}, V_{2D})$. These fault patterns cannot be distinguished and no correct result is obtained at this stage. If $exec(V_{1A}, V_{2B}, V_{1C}, V_{2D})$ is applied at the next step, a correct result is delivered. Two fault patterns can be fully covered (leaves K and N) and four fault patterns are partially covered (leaves L and M). However, if the state $(V_{4B} = V_{4C}) 
eq V_{1A} 
eq V_{2D}$ appears after $exec(V_{1A}, V_{4B}, V_{1C}, V_{2D})$, two fault patterns $(V_{i & P_{ED}})$ and $(V_{i & P_{ED}})$ still cannot be distinguished and no correct result is delivered. So by further applying $exec(V_{2A}, V_{4B}, V_{4C}, \cdot \cdot \cdot)$ after $V_{i}$ and $P_{ED}$ are made passive, these two fault patterns can be distinguished and we can deliver a correct result. In Figure 4, the leaves C, E, F, G, H, I, and J are also partially covered because each of them includes two fault patterns which are not distinguished by the steps taken before. So the NVP-C method only partially covers the fault set (2). However the correct result is guaranteed to be obtainable under every different fault distribution.

5 Analysis and Evaluation

The dependability analysis of a system includes concepts such as reliability, maintainability and availability. It serves, along with considerations of cost and performance, as a major system selection criterion. In general, the effects of a fault tolerant design strategy on system reliability can be expressed as follows [15]:

$$R_{system} = Pr\{\text{no fault}\} + Pr\{\text{fault pattern/fault}\} \cdot Pr\{\text{fault}\}$$

where the effect of fault tolerance on reliability is represented by the second term. Markov and Markov reward models are commonly used for quantitative reliability evaluation and have been extensively studied [7, 4]. We can concentrate here the analysis based on
the FISR tree, and study the effects on dependability of model parameters such as failure rate $\lambda$ when applying the proposed method.

5.1 System Reconfiguration Steps (SRS)

We define system reconfiguration steps (SRS) as a measure of the number of steps or executions needed to distinguish fault patterns and reconfigure the system to a consistent state when faults occur. The maximum number of SRS is equivalent to the depth of the FISR tree minus one.

$$\text{Max SRS} = \text{depth(FISR)} - 1$$

If the probability of fault pattern occurrence can be determined we can also determine the average SRS. Let $\lambda_{FP}$ be the probability of the occurrence of a fault pattern and $\lambda_{FP_i} = \Pr \{ FP_i / FP \}$ be the probability of fault pattern $FP_i$ when a fault pattern occurs. It is clear that $(1 - \lambda_{FP})$, where $\lambda_{FP} = \sum \lambda_{FP_i}$, is the probability of no fault. Since a fault pattern corresponds to a combination of software and hardware faults, therefore each $\lambda_{FP_i}$ is a function of the failure rate of each software version and processor. Let pathlength ($FP_i$) be the length of the path in the FISR that leads to a leaf corresponding to $FP_i$ and let noFP correspond to the fault free case. Then, we have the following average SRS:

$$\text{AveSRS} = \left( 1 - \lambda_{FP} \right) \left( \text{pathlength(noFP)} - 1 \right) + \sum \lambda_{FP_i} \left( \text{pathlength}(FP_i) - 1 \right)$$

Since pathlength (noFP) = 1 which represents one execution, therefore there is no reconfiguration step. Pathlength (FP_i) - 1 stands for the number of reconfiguration steps of FP_i required to detect fault patterns which is denoted as reconfigsteps (FP_i). We have then

$$\text{AveSRS} = \sum \lambda_{FP_i} * \text{reconfigsteps}(FP_i)$$

For example, suppose we have the distribution of failure rate (Table 4) for the FISR tree of RB-C(1/1) shown in Figure 2. We assume that the rate of transient faults is higher than the rate of permanent faults. The pathlength (PL) and system reconfiguration steps (SRS) are derived directly from this FISR tree in the figure.

Table 4: Reconfiguration steps of RB-C(1/1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FP</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>SRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average SRS then can be computed in the following way:

$$\text{AveSRS} = 0.0001 * 1 + 0.0012 * 2 + 0.0009 * 2 + 0.0005 * 1 + 0.0004 * 1 + 0.0011 * 1 + 0.0007 * 1 + 0.9996 * 1 = 0.007$$

If all the fault patterns have equal probability of occurrence, the average SRS can be given by:

$$\text{Ave SRS} = \sum \lambda_{FP_i} * \text{reconfigsteps}(FP_i) / \text{number of fault patterns}$$

In this case the average SRS of the above example is calculated as (suppose $\lambda_{FP} = 0.0034$).

$$\text{Ave SRS} = (1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1) * 0.0034 / 7 = 0.004$$

5.2 Scheme and Parameter Selection

In order to use the proposed model one must first select the related parameters. These parameters can be grouped into the following tuple:

$$(S, C, M, F)$$

where $S$ stands for scheme, $C$ for fault set coverage, $M$ for fault detection mechanisms and $F$ for fault set. The structure of the FISR tree depends strongly on the selection of the above four parameters. The selection of a specific parameter in general depends on the selection of the remaining parameters. For example, if $S$, $C$, and $F$ are given, how one finds a minimum or cheapest $M$? Here we focus only in the selection of the parameters in $F$. As defined in Section 2, $(m/n)$ stands for a maximum $m$ software and $n$ hardware faults within a reconfiguration period, while $(m)$ stands for a maximum of $m$ faults (either software or hardware) within a reconfiguration period. A reconfiguration period can be measured by the longest time used from the root of the FISR to one of the leaves. A misestimation of the $m$ and $n$ in $F$ would have the following effects:

- An underestimation of $m$ and $n$ will reduce the fault coverage and fault diagnosability of the system. Some faults that occur within a reconfiguration period will remain undetected and propagate to the next reconfiguration period, which will further reduce the fault coverage and fault diagnosability of the system.

- An overestimation of $m$ and $n$ will increase the cost. More resources (either hardware or software) will be used than necessary.

In general, the values of $m$ and $n$ are proportional to the components’ failure rates $\lambda$, and to the length
of each reconfiguration period, the depth of the FISR tree (which in turn depends on the execution time of the application), repair rates, etc.

Note that throughout this paper, we only concentrate on fault patterns with a maximum of two faults within a reconfiguration period. Theoretically, the identification and reconfiguration procedure can be applied to any number of faults and the FISR tree can be used to analyze the procedure. However, because of time and cost constraints, especially in real-time applications, the proposed approach is efficient only when a small number of faults is considered. This problem can be alleviated by increasing the rate of reconfiguration period, and therefore potentially the system can tolerate more faults. In addition, if the fault pattern cannot be covered within the time limit, system failure occurs. In this case other mechanisms may be used to recover the system which are beyond the scope of the proposed scheme. The FISR tree itself can become very large if a larger number of faults are involved.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a uniform software-based fault tolerance method to distinguish and tolerate various sequences of software and hardware faults. The method can be based on recovery blocks or n-version programming. A special tree called fault identification and system reconfiguration (FISR) tree was proposed to represent the procedure of fault identification and system reconfiguration.

There are applications that require a very high level of reliability, e.g., flight control systems, nuclear reactor controls, and others. This approach should be valuable as another tool for the design of ultra-reliable systems. As a general research direction this approach is also valuable in showing how hardware and software fault tolerance mechanisms can be combined in a harmonious way.

The problems of how to consider correlated errors among software versions, acceptance tests with no perfect coverage, and how to find a general method to reconfigure the system still needs to be studied. However we believe this is a step in the direction of solving the complex problem of combined software/hardware faults.
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